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The Parts of an Essay

 Idea

 Brainstorming

 Outline

 Rough Draft

 Revised Draft

 Final Draft



Idea

 Before you start writing, what are you writing the paper about.

 Make sure you know the prompt, whether you are doing a research paper or 
an argumentative essay, make sure you answer the prompt

 Once you understand what you are writing about, it is time for the 
brainstorming part of the essay



Brainstorming
 There are many ways to do this, finding your own way will help you out the 

most

 Here are some common ways to brainstorm:

1. Idea Web

2. Idea List

3. Free Writing

 Depending on the topic and type of paper, some work better than others.



Outline

 One of the most overlooked parts of the essay that can make the essay go 
from good to amazing.

 Having an outline can help you map exactly what you need to write about, 
what to research, and how the essay should be organized.

 The outline is when you come up with your thesis statement, or you 
hypothesis.





Rough Draft

 The rough draft is just a filled in version of the outline

 The rough draft is getting your ideas and opinions on paper, and then its off to 
refining them



Revised Draft

 This is the draft that you get back after a peer or teacher reviews it. 

 It should have corrections, and maybe some tips to write sections better

 Do not feel bad or feel dumb for having a lot of corrections, that means that 
the next time you write a paper you know what to look out for, and also what 
to fix on the current paper. 



Ex



Final Draft

 The final draft is what you turn in, and is what the paper is after all the 
corrections

 All the corrections from the revised edit are fixed, and all problem areas are 
rewritten to sound better



Common Mistakes for a Research Paper

 Run on sentences

- When the sentence contains too much information for only 1 sentence.

- fixed by splitting the sentence into different sentences (not just with 
commas)

 In-line citation

 How to cite sources



Run on sentence



In-Line Citation (incorrect)



In-Line Citation (correct)



In-Line Block Quote (incorrect)



In-Line Block Quote (correct)



How to cite sources

 MLA: http://www.easybib.com/

 APA: http://www.citationmachine.net/

 (cite these sources)

1. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows

2. http://kfor.com/2015/06/25/drugs-money-love-and-cell-phones-how-prison-
guards-go-bad/

3. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/speaking-of-
science/wp/2017/04/20/why-scientists-are-marching-on-washington-and-
more-than-400-other-cities/?utm_term=.53636180adda

4. http://www.foxnews.com/science/2017/04/18/mega-asteroid-to-buzz-earth-
on-wednesday.html
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